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Chi-square

Method of cooking potato chips

7 16.0 -9.0

33 16.0 17.0
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preferred
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0 Cells .0% low freqs 16.0 expected low...a. 

Kristen is interested in evaluating whether the method of 
cooking potato chips affects the taste of the chips. She 
tests 48 individuals. Each tastes 3 types of chips. 



Chi-Square (X2)

 Goodness of fit test
 Uses proportions from sample to test 

hypothesis

 Independence
 Examines if there is a relationship 

between two variables



Chi-square (X2)

 Frequency table of data

 Compare to null hypothesis

 Null hypothesis

 Expected frequency 
 fe = pn

 Chi-square equation

 df =
 Chi-square distribution: Table A.4 p385
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Chi-square test

 Compare observed 
and expected 
counts (measure 
distance)

 If distance = 0, 
then no difference 
between 
observed/expected

 If distance > 0, 
then difference –
evidence against 
null

Chi-square distributions

df based on #cells not n



Goodness of fit: 1 sample

 Art appreciation: Painting shown to 50 participants. 
Asked to hang picture in “correct” orientation.

 Hypotheses: no preference (25% chance/orientation)

 Expected frequencies: .25(50) = 12.5

Top up (correct) Bottom up Left up Right up

12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5

 Observed frequencies

Top up (correct) Bottom up Left up Right up

18 17 7 8



Chi-square 

table

 What is 
critical X2 

 df = 4–1 = 3



Calculate Chi-square
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Chi-square write-up

 A chi-square statistic was calculated to examine 
if there is a preference among four orientations 
to hang an abstract painting. The test was 
found to be statistically significant, X2(3, n = 
50) = 8.08, p<.05. 

 The results suggest that participants did not 
just randomly hang the art on any orientation. 
Instead it appears the “correct” top-up 
orientation (p = 18/50) and bottom-up 
orientation (p = 17/50) were used more often 
than the left side-up (p = 7/50) or right side-up 
(p = 8/50) orientation. 



Goodness of fit: Chi-square

 Assess whether women become less depressed, remain 
unchanged, or become more depressed after giving birth

 Tested 60 women pre and post-birth
 Null hypothesis: no difference

Postpartum Depression

14 20.0 -6.0

33 20.0 13.0

13 20.0 -7.0

60

less depressed

same

more depressed

Total

Observed N Expected N Residual

Test Statistics

12.700

2

.002
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df

Asymptotic Significance

Postpartum

Depress ion
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Independence Chi-square test: 2 variables

 Relationship between 2 variables

 Treating cocaine addiction

No Yes

Desipramine 14 10

Lithium 6 18

Placebo 4 20

Relapse

Total

24

24

24

72Total 24 48

 Compare study findings to expected findings  
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 No: .333(24) =  __(successes expected/drug)


 Yes: .333(48) = __(failures expected/drug)



Independence Chi-square test

 Null hypothesis: no relationship between type of drug 
and relapse

 df = (R – 1)(C – 1) = 2-1(3-1) = 2

 Critical value X2 @ .05 =

 Conclusion:

 Write-up:
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